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Jenny Berkel is newly signed to Outside Music for the world. 
 

Pronunciation: Jenny Berkel → Jenny Berk-il 

 

Formats: Digital / CD / Opaque Apricot coloured vinyl LP  

Album stream:  https://s.disco.ac/lxtrzcrifqka 

Album art: These are the Sounds… 

Release Schedule:   

• Event #1: “You Think You’re Like the Rain” (single /video) + Album announce – 02.09 

• Event #2: “Kaleidoscope” (single/video) – 03.09 

• Event #3: “Lavender City” (single / video) – 04.13 

• Event #4: “Just Like a River” (focus track) + “These are the Sounds…” album – 05.13 

• Event #5:  Companion EP (digital EP with singles) – late 2022 / early 2023 

https://s.disco.ac/lxtrzcrifqka
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yesa4ua0kz5bxhh/JennyBerkel_Cover_1400x1400px_RGB.jpg?dl=0


 
Biography  
 

“I wrote the album in a tiny apartment, at a time when everything felt big and overwhelming,” says poet and 
songwriter Jenny Berkel about her new album, These Are the Sounds Left from Leaving, out May 13 on Outside 
Music. She was living in a brownstone walk-up full of radiant light and the ever-present soundscape of a leaky 
bath faucet. It was a sudden move at the time—a spontaneous departure from touring, bustling city life, being 
many things to many people—that landed Jenny in a space of self-imposed stillness. 

“The songs themselves are a study of proximity, bringing big fears into small spaces,” says Jenny, reflecting on 
the album. “They’re intimate examinations of a world that often overwhelms.” Each song is set in the micro-
world of a keen feeling observer, trying to parse a mindful moment in a setting where it feels impossible to 
drop a truth anchor—a post-Trump, heavily gaslit world where perceptions of reality remain distorted. 
“Kaleidoscope,” the first single from the album, is a dissonant and poetic consideration of the importance of 
care and precision in language, both in the broader political landscape and in intimate emotional ways. From 
the heart-wrenching confusion of interpersonal manipulation, it extrapolates a collectively felt disorientation 
at the kaleidoscopic swirling of disinformation and misinformation. “Lavender City” is a more intimate look at 
lies. A breakup song with crescendo-ing strings, insistent percussion, and hopeful harmonies, it’s about gaining 
the capacity to see clearly again – but with the painful entailment of anatomizing the lies that drew you in. 
Looking beneath them to see what’s inside. 

Songs like “July” and “Just like a River” embody a similar dichotomy but feel more like mellow meditations; 
they are recreations of moments where small, specific reveries gave way to more sprawling contemplation–
but in an appreciably peaceful and illuminative way. “July started as a tiny chorus written for somebody I 
thought I could maybe love someday,” Jenny says with a smile, in a conversation about the seeds of the 
album’s singles. “It was a hot summer, one that reminded me of being a small child in the middle of July in 
southwestern Ontario. It’s a love song, but it’s also a nostalgic song that expresses how memory shifts and 
shapes you, and how the stories we tell become who we are.”  

The album features contributions from critically acclaimed folk duo Kacy & Clayton, and string arrangements 
by Colin Nealis (Andy Shauf)—and for the first time, Jenny took on a production role, co-producing alongside 
Dan Edmonds and Ryan Boldt (The Deep Dark Woods). “I wanted the songs to feel like living creations that 
capture a living moment,” says Jenny about envisioning the recording process. “I wanted that theme of big 
fears in small spaces to be heard and felt as a coexistence of intimacy and menacing permeability.” Recorded 
live off the floor at the Sugar Shack with engineer Simon Larochette, the album sparkles with its intended 
intricacies. Musically, it feels both close and expansive. Each song unfolds like a widening web of poetic 
associations, narrated by nostalgic piano, pondering strings, glittering guitars—and Jenny’s hauntingly 
immersive vocals. At times, songs end with an unravelling, the music splintering apart into disintegration like a 
lingering open question. Warm and dark, soft with stabs of madness, These Are the Sounds Left from Leaving is 
a cohesive collection of spare songs that bloom lushly with detail.  

Whether you’re reading Jenny’s poetry—in her debut chapbook Grease Dogs with Baseline Press—or listening 
to her songs, you’ll experience her drawing layers of far-reaching concern into particular moments, like 
concentric waves rippling inward toward a lone cast stone. These Are the Sounds Left from Leaving showcases 
the perspective of a unique storytelling artist, with an evocative practice that hinges powerful narratives on 
the intricacies of a multifaceted musicality. A songwriter immersed in poetry, a poet immersed in music—her 
work in all its forms is an invitation into a world of relatable introspection, in which even absences can be 
sculpted into vividly memorable verse.  

 



Release Timeline 
 
KALEIDOSCOPE (February 9) 

“Kaleidoscope,” is a dissonant and poetic consideration of the importance of care and precision in language, both in the 

broader political landscape and in intimate emotional ways. Swirling strings by Colin Nealis (long-time collaborator of 

Andy Shauf) counteract the tight underlying groove of the song, adding to a kaleidoscopic effect.  

"In recent years, we’ve been so overtly bombarded by disinformation and misinformation, creating what feels like a 

kaleidoscope of chaos. I wanted the sound of "Kaleidoscope" to match that feeling. Writing this song all started with the 

guitar. I tuned it down into an open minor key, which immediately created a very specific dissonant mood. The drums 

and bass lock into a tight groove on this song while the strings add to the kaleidoscopic effect, matching the tension and 

swirling nature of manipulation." 

 
YOU THINK YOU’RE LIKE THE RAIN (March 9) 

“You Think You’re Like the Rain,” is a song for the lonely and overwhelmed. Written in a tiny apartment at the end of a 

dreary December, Jenny Berkel wrote this song for a friend who was feeling submerged by sadness. Lyrically and 

sonically, the song juxtaposes heaviness with light. Guest appearances by Kacy & Clayton help create this contrast–

Clayton’s bouncy guitar sits on top of the eerie textures created by Kacy’s voice, the synth, and Jenny’s guitar chords. 

"I wrote this song while living in a tiny apartment in London, ON. When I moved in, it was the very end of a rainy and 

grey December. The bathtub had a terrible leak that was an ever-present soundscape. The bright vibraphone (Dan 

Edmonds) and guitar (Clayton Linthicum) contrast the textures created by the synth and Kacy Anderson’s voice. 

Together, they create a soundscape that matches the lyrical examination of sadness and hope." 

 
LAVENDER CITY (April 13) 
“Lavender City” examines the existence and effect of lies in a more intimate setting. With its crescendo-ing strings (Colin 

Nealis), insistent percussion–pushed forward primarily by the vibraphone–and harmonies (Kacy Anderson of Kacy & 

Clayton), “Lavender City” is a breakup song about the moment the discrepancy between who somebody says they are 

and who somebody shows themselves to be becomes too great to ignore. 

"Everything on this album is tinged with the madness of how language and information is being used in a post-Trump, 

heavily gaslit world where our perceptions of reality have become distorted. "Lavender City" is a more intimate look at 

lies–it’s a breakup song about gaining the capacity to see more clearly again. But it’s also about looking beneath the lies 

to see what’s inside.” 

 
JUST LIKE A RIVER (focus track – May 13) 

Simultaneously expansive and close, “Just Like a River” creates a sonic space into which listeners can disappear. Written 

first as a poem, the song explores the openness and non-linear nature of time. Featuring Clayton Linthicum (Kacy & 

Clayton) on acoustic guitar, Colin Nealis on strings, and a shimmering piano part by Dan Edmonds, the song evokes 

1960s British folk singers like Vashti Bunyan, Sandy Denny, and The Incredible String Band. 

"While I usually write my lyrics alongside the music, this is a rare song where I wrote the guitar first and then waited for 

the right lyrics. It wasn’t until shortly before we went into the studio that I wrote the poem that became this song. Once 

there, it became something quite expansive.  I wanted the album to have sonic spaces for a listener to get a bit lost in, so 

we played this one until it felt right to stop." 

Post-Album release  

A follow-up EP has been recorded for digital release in late 2022 or early 2023. 



 
 
Key Links 
 
Facebook – 2.3k Followers 
Instagram – 1.3k Followers 
YouTube  
Bandsintown – 1165 Trackers 
Songkick – 192 Trackers 
Apple Music 
Spotify – 366 followers 
Amazon Music 
Deezer 

Official Website 

 

 

 

Digital / DSP Marketing 
Genres: Singer-Songwriter, Folk, Roots, Americana  

Key Markets: Canada, US, EU (Germany + Benelux), UK, AUS 
For Fans Of: Sibylle Baier, Nick Drake, Joni Mitchell, Leonard Cohen, Sandy Denny 
 
Marketing: 

• FFM Bio Link in use on all socials - includes links to pre-saves, YouTube video embeds (as 
available), and buttons to “Follow” on Spotify, “Subscribe” on YouTube, and “Add” on Apple 
Music. 

• FFM Pre-saves to include Spotify, Apple, Tidal & Deezer. Upon release, additional DSPs to be 
included (YouTube, Amazon, SoundCloud). 

• Spotify CANVAS will be created for each single, and then for each individual album track 

• Apple Artist Motion & Album Motion will be created pre-release 

• We have hired AUTEUR RESEARCH to help us build Jenny’s profile at digital 
 
Key Digital Points: 

• This is Jenny’s first release since April 2016, so we are treating this as a fresh start at DSPs. 

• We reissued her previous record “Pale Moon Kid” with digital bonus tracks in August 2021 

• Jenny’s top cities in Spotify are all in Germany, apart from Toronto.  Her top countries are 
Germany, Canada, Netherlands, UK. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/jennyberkel
https://www.instagram.com/jenny_berkel
https://www.youtube.com/c/JennyBerkel
https://www.bandsintown.com/a/1021135-jenny-berkel
https://www.songkick.com/artists/3367346-jenny-berkel
https://music.apple.com/ca/artist/jenny-berkel/522087892?ls
https://music.apple.com/ca/artist/jenny-berkel/522087892?ls
https://open.spotify.com/artist/4Ff0I4P7d0FLK7Ctwy2pub?si=yOnRw2nGQXyMhDZ2SzQb3A&utm_source=copy-link
https://music.amazon.ca/artists/B007XDYPC6/jenny-berkel
https://music.amazon.ca/artists/B007XDYPC6/jenny-berkel
https://www.deezer.com/us/artist/544558
https://www.deezer.com/us/artist/544558
http://www.jennyberkel.com/
http://www.jennyberkel.com/


 
Retail Marketing 
Home Market: Toronto, ON. 
Key Markets: Canada, US, EU, UK, AUS 
Formats: CD Digipak, Colored vinyl LP 
Promotional items: full art CD, limited quantity colored vinyl LP, other items yet TBD.  
3’ and 4’ vinyl banners with top grommets available to key retail supporters with label approval. 
Additional information: LP is on track to arrive in time for the May 13th release date.  We also have a 
reissue of her last LP “Pale Moon Kid” in production.  A release date for that is TBD. 
 
Redeye to provide options for in-store promotions and retailer advertising, as available. 



Advertising 

We will be running digital ads in key territories (CA / US / DE / NE / UK) mainly via Google and Meta.  All 

ads will start by directing traffic to FFM Smartlinks set up for a wide swath of DSPs (Spotify, Apple, 

Amazon, Tidal, Deezer, Youtube & Pandora).  As the campaign progresses, we will refine our targets 

accordingly and add in DSP and retailer-specific advertising. 

 

Event #1: “Kaleidoscope” (single/ video) + Album announce – 02.09 

• $1000 budget for advertising on digital platforms to drive traffic to DSPs and pre-orders. 

 

Event #2: “You Think You’re Like the Rain” (single) – 03.09 

• $1000 budget for advertising on digital platforms to drive traffic to DSPs and pre-orders. 

 

Event #3: “Lavender City” (single / video) – 04.13 

• $1000 budget for advertising on digital platforms to drive traffic to DSPs and pre-orders. 

 

Event #4 + 5: Focus track “Just Like a River” (single) + “These are the Sounds…” Album release – 05.13 

• $1000 budget for advertising on digital platforms to drive awareness and traffic to DSPs and pre-

orders. 

• $2500 budget for street postering in home market 

• $2000 budget for print advertising in home market 

 

Additional funds are available should any interesting opportunities arise. 

An in-market advertising budget will be in place for all 2022/2023 tour dates. 

 

 

Social Calendar 

The social calendar remains a work in progress 

but will be focused on the above listed events.   

An update will be provided. 

 

 

Tour Dates  

Jenny plans to tour internationally throughout 

2022/2023.  Full details to follow. 

 

• US/CAN – Spring/Summer 2022 

• EU/UK – Fall 2022 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Evan Newman, Director – evan@outside-music.com 
Peggy Hogan, Marketing – peggy@outside-music.com 
Lori Stanton, Sales – lori@outside-music.com 
 
Artist Management: 
Straight & Narrow Artist Management 
(Aaron Dessner, Big Red Machine, Hannah Georgas) 
 
Redeye Worldwide (Physical & Digital distribution): 

• Lori Miller, Label Manager - lori@redeyeworldwide.com 
 
Digital Support 
Auteur Research - http://auteurresearch.com 
 
Contractors: 

• Ken Beattie at Killbeat PR – English Canada 

• Simon Fauteux at Six Media – French Canada 

• Adam Bentley at Auteur Research - USA 

• Jorg Timp at Starkult – Germany 

• Robbie Klanderman at Klanderman PR - Netherlands 

• UK / FR / AUS --? 

 

Redeye to provide options for additional territories / in-house promotion as necessary 

file:///C:/Users/Lori/Desktop/NEXT%20DOOR%20RECORDS/CasperSkulls_LP1/evan@outside-music.com
file:///C:/Users/Lori/Desktop/peggy@outside-music.com
file:///C:/Users/Lori/Desktop/NEXT%20DOOR%20RECORDS/CasperSkulls_LP1/lori@outside-music.com
file:///C:/Users/Lori/Desktop/NEXT%20DOOR%20RECORDS/CasperSkulls_LP1/lori@redeyeworldwide.com
http://auteurresearch.com/

